We are introducing an upgraded vial design, new Harmonization and Program vials and have re-grouped the vial sets allowing easier Menouing and smaller investments to increase your TBM vial library. Furthermore, we are now offering a lifetime guarantee on the materials of the vials. If the label ever fails (e.g. peels off, becomes illegible) or if the glass breaks, we will replace it for free. Simply complete the Return Form on our website and follow the instructions. Shipping costs apply.

We have also added the TBM logo to each vial we produce. In recent years it has come to our awareness that the TBM logo itself enhances healing by invoking the animal magnetism of the healing masters over TBM’s near 40 year history and even the earlier healers upon which the TBM approach and techniques are based. That is why you now see the TBM logo on the isolation bands, adjusting tips and TBM tool. The logo is now included in the background of each Harmonization and Program vial, further enhancing their healing properties. Not to mention that it makes them look pretty good too!

We continue to make every effort to preserve our healing lineage, and therefore the healing essence of our forefathers. Our vials are made by hand, the way Dr. Frank always did, and are made of high quality materials that will provide for many, many years of powerful healing throughout your professional career...and even longer! They can survive exposure to magnets, x-rays and air travel. In order to keep vials clean, we recommend that you wipe them with alcohol as needed.

When you hold a TBM-produced vial in your hand, you are holding something special, something VERY SPECIAL. There is an invisible thread connecting that tiny healing instrument directly to Victor L. Frank (1931-2010), the founder of TBM, Albert Abrams (1863-1924), the founder of Spondylotherapy, Franz Anton Mesmer (1734-1815), the founder of Animal Magnetism and many other dedicated healers in between.

1. Baquet circa 1778 developed by Franz Anton Mesmer
2. Reflexophone circa 1914 developed by Albert Abrams
3. Drown Radiotherapy Instrument circa 1937 developed by Ruth B. Drown This is the exact machine Victor Frank used,
MAGNÉTISME ANIMAL

Water infused with healing properties has been part of the energetic/neurolological-based alternative medicine tradition since 1778 when Dr. Mesmer "magnetized" a large collection of water-filled bottles with his own "animal magnetism." He did this to fill a large healing station known as a "baquet." His patients would congregate around the baquet, lay hold of a metal rod or rope, sometimes interlocking hands with one another, and seemingly experience the same dramatic healing results that others were receiving from Dr. Mesmer's direct touch. Baquets were utilized by tens of thousands of patients during Mesmer's six years in Paris (1778-1784). Furthermore, thanks to Mesmer having established an Animal Magnetism school prior to leaving Paris, known as "la Société de l'Harmonie Universelle," the practice of baquet-based healing was carried on by his adherents, "magnetic healers," throughout Europe for the next 100 years.

Spondylotherapy

In the United States, Magnetic Healing, after a couple of previous false starts, began to sweep across the country in the 1930s. Near the end of the century a renowned San Francisco physician, medical educator and neurology specialist, Dr. Albert Abrams, would immerse himself in studying the history and techniques of Mesmer and his followers. Shortly into the twentieth century, Abrams would introduce the world to an autonomic spinal reflex-based system of healing known as Spondylotherapy. His research led him to conclude that the electron rather than the cell, as most believed, was the true foundation of physiology. He saw electrons as the source of Animal Magnetism, producing vibrations which would lead to either health or disease. He constructed his own baquet, called a "Reflexophore," with graduated dials that allowed him to both quantify and modify the vibrations, or radiations, being emitted by the patient's own electrons. His devices, and the science he introduced, would later be known as the field of Radionics.

A few decades later, a doctor trained in Radionics would "cure" a nineteen-year-old named Victor Frank. Victor had been forced to leave medical school due to a terminal diagnosis. Inspired by his own recovery, Victor chose to enroll in Hollywood College, in California, which taught Chiropractic, Naturopathy and, you guessed it, Radionics.

Dr. Frank began utilizing Radionics devices immediately upon graduating in 1953. He eventually created his own form of baquets. By customizing the settings on his Radionics device, Dr. Frank would first capture, then concentrate, the unique vibrational patterns of various substances and imprint them into a water-filled ampoule or vial. At first he used these vials solely to assist patients suffering from allergies, but he shortly found that they could also benefit patients with infections, toxicities and other conditions. He eventually discovered that the best results came if he intensified the original named substance 1000-fold and coupled it with a protocol he called the Harmonization procedure, a named which refers back to Mesmer's school in Paris. We still produce TBM vials just as Dr. Frank did, by hand, on a vintage Radionics machine, many of them actual Abrams devices.

Since the passing of Dr. Frank we have discovered that he infused his personal Radionics device, a circa 1937 Drown Radiotherapy instrument, with his own Animal Magnetism. All vials made from that device or other devices which are "en rapport," contain his healing resonance.

Dr. Frank was always insistent that early generation Radionics devices be used and not the contemporary devices made from blueprints of the early machines. Finding an early Radionics device became particularly challenging when, in the 1950s, the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) declared the devices illegal and destroyed all known units. At TBM we have been successful in preserving the device that Dr. Frank personally used for several decades and have been able to acquire other early instruments that survived the FDA destruction, over the years from collectors, retiring healers and museums. Some of the radionics devices we now use to produce vials are over 100 years old. Interestingly, when we are able purchase an additional vintage radionics device, it must be in physical proximity of the actual device used by Dr. Frank overnight before it can be used to produce vials, resulting in it being "en rapport" with his personal Radionics instrument.

In the near 40 year history of TBM the library of healing vials has grown dramatically as dedicated TBM providers have innovated and explored the possibilities made available with TBM harmonization vials. Through the particular contributions of Dr. Brian Bateman of Australia, and Drs. Sandra Fico, Andrew Charri, Garry Smith, Steven Klayman, Dominique Derochers, Patty Ebert, Randy Frank, Wayne Hirsbrunner and Kevin Millet of the United States, Dr. Savinon of Spain, and others, the TBM library of vials now exceeds one thousand.

We invite you to discover TBM and learn for yourself the seemingly miraculous healing that is possible through the application of the Mesmer-Abrams-Frank baquets found in Total Body Modification Harmonization and Program vials.